
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LEARN HOW TO: 
 

 Standardize integration methods in your e-Filing implementation 

 Integrate with any potential e-Filing Service Provider or share e-Filing data between 
systems or with partners 

 Setup a single method of processing data related to e-Filing 
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10 Steps to Electronic Filing with 
LegalXML and ECF 4.0 

 
The 7 Steps found within this Quick Start Guide will assist you 
with the minimum requirements to implement the Electronic 
Court Filing 4.0 specification in your e-Filing environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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The steps for implementing ECF are: 
 

1. Determine Something 
2. Go ahead and hire someone 
3. think about this 
4. Do this 
5. eFile! 
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STEP 1. LEARN ABOUT ECF 
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STEP 2. DO ECF 
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SAMPLE XML:  
  </jxdm:ContactTelephoneNumber> 

- <jxdm:ContactEmailID> 
  <jxdm:ID />  

  </jxdm:ContactEmailID> 
  <jxdm:TelephoneNumberFullID />  
  <jxdm:TelephoneNumberCommentText />  
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